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Charting a tissue from single-cell transcriptomes
Mor Nitzan1,2,3# , Nikos Karaiskos4# , Nir Friedman3,5∗ and Nikolaus Rajewsky4∗

Abstract
Massively multiplexed sequencing of RNA in individual cells is transforming basic and clinical life
sciences. However, in standard experiments, tissues must first be dissociated. Thus, after sequencing,
information about the spatial relationships between cells is lost although this knowledge is crucial for
understanding cellular and tissue-level function. Recent attempts to overcome this fundamental challenge
rely on employing additional in situ gene expression imaging data which can guide spatial mapping of
sequenced cells. Here we present a conceptually different approach that allows to reconstruct spatial
positions of cells in a variety of tissues without using reference imaging data. We first show for several
complex biological systems that distances of single cells in expression space monotonically increase
with their physical distances across tissues. We therefore seek to map cells to tissue space such that this
principle is optimally preserved, while matching existing imaging data when available. We show that
this optimization problem can be cast as a generalized optimal transport problem and solved efficiently.
We apply our approach successfully to reconstruct the mammalian liver and intestinal epithelium as well
as fly and zebrafish embryos. Our results demonstrate a simple spatial expression organization principle
and that this principle (or future refined principles) can be used to infer, for individual cells, meaningful
spatial position probabilities from the sequencing data alone.
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INTRODUCTION
Single cell technologies have revolutionized our understanding of the rich heterogenous cellular
populations that compose tissues, the dynamics of developmental processes, and the underlying
regulatory mechanisms that control cellular functions [1–4]. However, to understand the collective
function and dysfunction of tissues, the intricate pathways of development, and mechanisms of
cell-to-cell communication, it is crucial to have access not only to the identities of single cells
but also to their spatial context and the tissue-wide expression patterns they confer. This is a
challenging task since in the process of characterizing the RNA profiles of single cells by single
cell RNA sequencing (scRNA-seq), the cells are commonly dissociated and their original spatial
context is lost.
Considerable efforts have been undertaken to address the challenge of obtaining transcriptomic
information along with spatial context [5,6]. However, current methods are still either technically
challenging, expensive and not widely available, or limited in terms of spatial resolution, number
of reads per cell, the number of genes whose expression can be reliably measured, the properties
(e.g. length) of transcripts that can be mapped, and the types of tissues that can be analyzed.
In parallel to the aforementioned experimental efforts, two seminal papers tackled the spatial
inference problem from a computational perspective [7,8]. The key idea is that cells can be
identified by their expression profile over an informative set of marker genes, and therefore, a
reference atlas that captures the spatial expression patterns of these marker genes can be used
as a guide for assigning spatial coordinates to single cells. Provided that the reference atlas
encompasses large numbers of genes, is sufficiently quantitative, and of good resolution, it is
possible to combine it with a corresponding scRNA-seq dataset from the same tissue, and restore
spatial expression profiles. This scheme was successfully exploited for a number of different
tissues [7–13], including complete zebrafish [7] and Drosophila embryos [14]. However, such
methodologies heavily rely on the existence of a (usually extensive) reference spatial expression
database, which may not always be available, or straightforward to construct. Moreover, in
practice the number of reference marker genes is rarely sufficiently large to label each spatial
position with a unique combination of reference genes, making it impossible to uniquely resolve
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cellular positions.
Here, we present novoSpaRc (de novo Spatial Reconstruction), a novel computational framework that enables the spatial reconstruction of single-cell gene expression de novo, with no
inherent reliance on an existing reference atlas and the flexibility to introduce prior information
when it does exist (Fig. 1a). The central idea is to make simple assumptions about how gene
expression is organized in space and then to find the mapping of sequenced cells to physical
positions which best respect the assumption. Here, we will explore the assumption that gene
expression between nearby cells is generally more similar than gene expression between cells
which are separated by larger distances. We stress that this is an assumption about overall gene
expression across space. Individual genes may very well have sharp expression territories from
one cell to a neighboring cell. Our assumption just states that overall, expression of individual
genes should only rarely look like salt and pepper patterns but should be organized, for most
genes, in (gene specific) spatial territories. This assumption can be readily tested. We show
that at different stages of the developmental process of organisms, or in different tissues in
matured organisms, cells that are physically close are also close in expression space, and vice
versa. Again, this occurs despite existing sharp boundaries in expression patterns for different
genes, since closeness, which will be properly defined below, depends on the combined effect
of genes composing the full transcriptome. Mathematically, we leverage this property for the
reconstruction of expression patterns across tissues by aligning (a) structural similarities between
the graphs generated for single cells in expression space and physical space, and potentially, if
available, (b) the expression profiles of marker genes in single cells and a spatial reference atlas.
We show that this can be formulated as a generalized optimal transport problem [15–17] (Fig.
1b), and specifically as an interpolation between entropically regularized Gromov-Wasserstein
[18,19] and optimal transport [20] objectives. Optimal transport is a framework which has proven
to be increasingly valuable for diverse fields, including biology [21,22], and specifically, makes
the reconstruction task feasible even for large datasets.
We show that novoSpaRc successfully reconstructs a variety of two- and three-dimensional
tissues effectively spanning one- and two-dimensional physical spaces due to intrinsic sym-
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Fig. 1: Overview of novoSpaRc .

metries, by solely using the sequencing data and the geometric features of the physical space
(which is not possible by any existing method), and it outperforms state-of-the-art methods
when prior information is available. Furthermore, novoSpaRc enables identification of spatial
archetypes of spatially co-expressed genes. novoSpaRc is versatile, flexible, is applicable when
no prior structural or transcriptomic information is available, and is independent of the singlecell technology used. We believe that novoSpaRc offers a novel conceptual perspective on the
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spatial inference problem, it has the potential of being applicable to precious material where
no atlases can be registered, and can be very useful in the collaborative effort to characterize
various tissues in single-cell resolution (e.g. in Human Cell Atlas project [23,24]).
R ESULTS
The spatial reconstruction scheme
We start with expression profiles of single cells, all dissociated from the same tissue (usually
generated by scRNA-seq). Our aim is to reconstruct the spatial patterns of expression of all
genes across the tissue. Here we focus on examining stereotypical tissue patterns. Such patterns
are repeated many times, either within the same tissue (e.g., crypt-to-villi axis in the small
intestine) or across organisms (e.g., embryos at a specific developmental stage). Reconstructing
a stereotypical pattern is important for understanding tissue structure and function. In principle
our methods could be applied to the harder problem of reconstructing a specific biological
instance.
We pose the problem as one of embedding single cells with their original spatial context
in the canonical tissue. That is we find correspondence between two groups. The first is the
N high-dimensional (dimensions corresponding to the number of genes g) expression profiles
retrieved from scRNA-seq, while the second group is represented by M cellular locations within
a tissue when such locations are known (e.g. the reproducible cellular locations in the Drosophila
embryo during late stage 5 of development, pre-registered for ∼6,000 cells [25]). For clarity,
we will use cells when referring to expression profiles and locations when referring to physical
cellular locations.
A canonical physical map is at times unknown. In these cases, we can flexibly convert the
second group to be represented by the locations of the nodes within a regular lattice covering
the shape of the original tissue (or, in fact, any distribution of finite support with predefined
desirable properties). If the (effective) dimension of the tissue to be reconstructed is unknown, it
can be possibly approximated by computing the intrinsic dimensionality of the manifold spanned
by single cells lying in the high dimensional expression space (by using for example a maximum
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likelihood-based approach [26]).
The main issue is what would distinguish a biologically correct embedding from other possible
ones. For a large variety of canonical tissues, cells that are close to each other in physical space
are also close to each other in expression space. More generally, we hypothesize that in many
cases this relationship is (at least locally) increasingly monotonic. Biologically, this phenotype
can result from multiple mechanisms — gradients of morphogens and nutrients, trajectory of cell
maturation, and communication between neighboring cells. While all of these can induce either
smooth gradients or sharp boundaries (or combinations thereof) in gene expression patterns,
as long as there are spatial shifts between sharp boundaries exhibited by different genes, our
hypothesis would hold since closeness is a combined property of all genes in the transcriptome.
We found that this is the case for the tissues we have analyzed (Fig. 2b,f and Fig. 3b).
With this basic assumption, we formulate an optimization problem over embedding of cells to
locations. The optimization prefers embeddings that preserve pairwise distances between cells
(in expression space) and the distances between their assigned locations (in physical space). This
problem intuitively corresponds to finding a correspondence between the two low-dimensional
manifolds in expression and physical spaces. If additional information regarding a reference
expression atlas of several marker genes exists, we would like the embedding to match that
information as well.
In principle, there is no reason to require a deterministic embedding of cells to locations. Instead, we pose the problem as finding a probabilistic embedding between the cells and locations.
That is, each single cell will be assigned a distribution over cellular locations. A probabilistic
mapping is preferable for several reasons: (1) Single cell data does not yield an exact 1-to-1
matching problem. (i) When a tissue is dissociated into single cells, we will generally not be
able to retrieve information for the full batch of single cells, but only for a certain fraction of
them, due to experimental constraints. (ii) There would generally not be information about the
number of original single cells in the tissue and their exact location, meaning we would need
to resort to assignment of single cells over a grid. (iii) Even in cases where there are known,
reproducible cellular locations, and there is the possibility to dissociate many nearly-identical
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tissues to increase the single cell coverage, we would still expect to have cellular locations
that correspond to multiple single cells, and cellular locations that do not correspond to any of
the single cells in the dataset. (2) Probabilistic mapping would yield smoother expression
patterns and would be more robust to the noisy, partially sampled single cell data. Given
imperfect data, as is the case for experimental setups, we may be uncertain about the exact
location of a dissociated single cell and would rather place it in a certain neighborhood of the
tissue (or, probabilistically spread it over several locations in that area). This is motivated both
by noise and dropouts in the original data, and the fact that if we are mapping single cells to
a grid, their true original location may be in between several nodes (cellular locations) on the
grid, in which case their true mapping should be distributed over the grid nodes surrounding the
original location, weighted by their corresponding distance from that location. (3) Probabilistic
matching is more efficient computationally. Intuitively, we replace a discrete optimization
problem over a large combinatorial space with a continuous optimization of a smooth function,
which allows us to employ more efficient optimization methods. (4) We are interested in the
reconstructed expression patterns over stereotypical tissues, and not necessarily in assigning
single cells their exact original location.
To optimize this criteria we need to set the distances to be preserved by the embedding.
As the expression profiles are in high-dimensional space, metric distances are prone to multiple
limitations. Instead, we use steps motivated by non-linear dimensionality reduction methods (e.g.,
Isomap [27]). However, at this stage we do not require finding low-dimensional coordinates, but
rather constructing a robust distance matrix. For symmetry we apply the same procedure to
both cells and locations independently (Fig. 1b, first column). We start by computing pairwise
distances between entities. We chose as a distance metric the Euclidean distance for the physical
space (locations) and the correlation-based distance for the expression space (cells), but other
measures can be used. These however do not capture the true geometry of nonlinear lowdimensional manifolds. Thus, we use these pairwise distances to construct a k-nearest neighbors
graph (Fig. 1b, second column). From these graphs, we compute the shortest path lengths for
each pair of cells, resulting in graph-based distance matrices for cells, Dexp ∈ RN ×N , and for
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locations, Dphys ∈ RM ×M (Fig. 1b, third column).
Then, optionally, if a reference atlas is available, we compute the matrix of agreement,
Dexp,phys ∈ RN ×M , between each of the cells to each of the locations, based on the inverse
correlation between the partial expression profile for each location given by the atlas and the
respective expression profile for each cell.
Equipped with these measures of intra- and inter-dataset distances, we set out to find an
optimal (probabilistic) assignment of each of the single cells to cellular physical locations.
We formulate this problem as an optimization problem within the generalized framework
of optimal transport [15–17]. Optimal transport is a mathematical framework that was first
established in the eighteenth century by Gaspard Monge and was initially motivated by a question
of the optimal (minimal cost) way to rearrange one pile of dirt into a different formation
(the respective minimal cost is appropriately termed earth mover’s distance). The framework
evolved both theoretically and computationally [16,17,20] and drew extensions to correspondence
between pairwise similarity measures via the Gromov-Wasserstein distance [18,19]. Thus, in our
context, it allows us to build upon these results and tools to feasibly solve the cellular assignment
problem.
×M
We would like to find a probabilistic embedding, T ∗ ∈ RN
, of the N cells to the M
+

locations, which would minimize the discrepancy between the pairwise graph-based distances
in expression space and in physical space, and if a reference atlas is available, minimize the
discrepancy between its values across the tissue and the expression profiles of embedded single
cells. For each cell i, the value of Ti,j is the relative probability of embedding it to location j.
These optimization requirements over T ∗ are formulated as follows. We measure the pairwise
discrepancy of T using the the Gromov-Wasserstein discrepancy [18]
D1 (T ) =

X

phys
exp
L(Di,k
, Dj,l
)Ti,j Tk,l ,

(1)

i,j,k,l

where L is a loss function, specifically we use the quadratic loss L(a, b) ≡

1
|a
2

− b|2 . This

term captures our preference to embed single cells such that their pairwise distance structure in
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expression space would resemble their pairwise distance structure in physical space. Intuitively,
if expression profiles corresponding to cells i and k are embedded into cellular locations j and
l, respectively, then the distance between i and k in expression space should correspond to
the distance between j and l in physical space (e.g. if i and k are close expression-wise they
should be embedded into close locations and vice versa). The discrepancy measure weighs these
correspondences by the respective probability of the two embedding events.
To measure the match to existing prior knowledge, or an available reference atlas, we use the
measure:
D2 (T ) =

X

exp,phys
Di,j
Ti,j .

(2)

i,j

This term represents the average discrepancy between cells to locations according to the reference
atlas, weighted by T .
Finally, we regularize T by preferring embeddings with higher entropy, where the entropy is
defined as
H(T ) ≡ −

N
X

Ti,j log Ti,j .

(3)

i,j=1

Intuitively, higher entropy implies more uncertainty in the mapping. Entropic regularization drives
the solution away from arbitrary deterministic choices and was shown to be computationally
efficient [20].
Putting these together, we define the optimization problem
T ∗ = argmin αD1 (T ) + (1 − α)D2 (T ) − H(T )
×M
T ∈RN
+

subject to
X
Ti,j = pi ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , N }

(4)

j

X

Ti,j = qj ∀j ∈ {1, . . . , M }

i

where  is a non-negative regularization constant, and α ∈ [0, 1] is a constant interpolating
between the first two objectives, and can be set to α = 1 when no reference atlas is available.
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The constraints reflect the fact that the transport plan should be consistent with the marginal
P
P
M
distributions, p ∈ {p ∈ RN
+;
i pi = 1} and q ∈ {q ∈ R+ ;
i qi = 1}, over the original input
spaces of expression profiles and cellular locations, respectively. These marginals can capture,
for example, varying densities of single cells in the vicinity of different cellular grid locations,
or the quality of different single cell expression profiles (hence forcing low-quality single cells
to have a smaller contribution to the reconstructed tissue-wide expression patterns). When such
prior knowledge is lacking, p and q should be set to be uniform distributions.
We derive an efficient algorithm for this optimization problem (Methods) inspired by the
combined results for entropically regularized optimal transport [20] and Gromov-Wasserstein
distance-based mapping between metric-measure spaces [19].
Then, given the original single cell expression profiles, represented by a matrix A ∈ RN ×g , and
the inferred probabilistic embedding T ∈ R+ N ×M , we can derive a virtual in situ hybridization
(vISH), S ∈ R+ g×M , which contains the gene expression values for every cellular location of
the target space:
S ≡ AT T .

(5)

Note again that since our mapping is probabilistic, each of the cellular locations of the vISH
does not correspond to a single cell in the original data. Rather, the vISH represents the expression
patterns over an averaged, stereotypical tissue that the single cells could have originated from.
The vISH can also be used for identifying spatially variable genes and for constructing spatial
archetypes and extracting spatially related genes from scRNA-seq data, as will be described
below.

novoSpaRc reconstructs tissues with effective 1D structure
we attempted to de novo reconstruct tissues with inherent symmetries which render them
effectively 1-dimensional, with no reliance on marker gene information. We focused on scRNAseq datasets available from the mammalian intestinal epithelium [12] and the liver [9]. Schematic
figures for the reconstruction process are shown in Figs. 2a and 2e, respectively.
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Fig. 2: novoSpaRc reconstructs tissues with effective 1D structure. The scheme and reconstruction
results are shown for the mammalian intestinal epithelium (top row, a) and the liver (bottom row,
e). (b, f) There is an increasing monotonic relationship between the cellular pairwise distances in
expression space and in physical space for both tissues. Error bars represent standard deviation. (c,
g) novoSpaRc infers the original spatial context of single cells in both tissues with high accuracy,
demonstrated by heatmaps showing the inferred distribution over embedded layers (rows) for
the cells in each of the original layers (columns). In addition, the de novo embedding captures
spatial division of labor of averaged expression of genes that play a role in the absorption of
different nutrient classes in the intestine (d), and captures spatial expression patterns (pericentral,
periportal and non-monotonic patterns) at single gene resolution in the liver (h).

For both tissues, cells were classified into distinct zones, or layers, based on robust marker gene
information (7 zones for the intestinal tissue [12], 9 layers for the liver [9]). We found that the
average pairwise distances between cells in expression space increased monotonically with the
pairwise distances in physical 1-dimensional space (Fig. 2b,f), consistent with our monotonicity
assumption.
We used novoSpaRc to embed the expression data into one dimension. We found that the
embedded coordinates of single cells correspond, on average, to their layer or zone memberships
(Fig. 2c,g), suggesting that the spatial context of single cells can be reconstructed de novo, without
the need for a reference atlas.
Furthermore, novoSpaRc captures division of labor and spatial expression patterns within the
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intestine epithelium (Fig. 2d), as well as within the layers of the liver lobules (Fig. 2h), where
cells in different layers of the tissue perform different tasks and exhibit different expression
profiles. For example, we recover (Fig. 2d, bottom) the ordering of the expression peaks along the
intestinal villi (which can be interpreted as specialized division of labor) of groups of genes that
play important roles in the absorption and transportation of different nutrient groups, including
apolipoproteins cholesterol, peptides, carbohydrates and amino acids (Fig. 2d, top, [12]). Finally,
we correctly identify spatial expression patterns of genes in the liver exhibiting pericentral,
periportal or non-monotonic profiles (Fig. 2h, [9]).
Taken together, these results demonstrate that novoSpaRc can reliably reconstruct the spatial
patterns of biological tissues with effective 1-dimensional structure, with no reliance on marker
gene information.

novoSpaRc reconstructs tissues with effective 2D structure
We next turned to spatially reconstruct a more challenging, higher dimensional object. We
chose to focus on the well-studied Drosophila embryo. At late stage 5, the Drosophila embryo
consists of ∼6,000 cells and exhibits a bilateral symmetry. The expression levels of ∼80 marker
genes were registered using fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) for each of the 6,000 cells
in a highly quantitative manner through the Berkeley Drosophila Transcription Network Project
(BDTNP) project [25]. To test the performance of novoSpaRc , we first simulated scRNA-seq
data, by effectively dissociating the BDTNP dataset into single cells, and then attempted to
reconstruct the original expression patterns across the tissue without using information about
the original FISH data (Fig. 3a). We first confirmed that the data adheres to novoSpaRc ’s
underlying assumptions. Similarly to the 1D datasets, we found a monotonically increasing
relationship between the cell-cell pairwise distance in expression space and in physical space
(Fig. 3b). We used novoSpaRc to retrieve the spatial expression patterns across the embryo,
which exhibited high correlation with the original structure (Fig. 3c,d). We found that when
employing novoSpaRc using both structural information and a reference atlas (α = 0.5), the
BDTNP dataset was spatiall reconstructed faithfully, outperforming reconstruction based only
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on a reference atlas (α = 0), saturating at perfect reconstruction for approximately 4 marker
genes (Fig. 3c,d). The de novo reconstruction (α = 1) correctly identified the different spatial
local structures, including the dorsal-ventral and the anterior-posterior axes of the embryo, and
the reconstructed configuration is highly similar to the original one (Fig. 3d, Extended Data fig.
1). In general, expression patterns that capture high-resolution details are more challenging to
reconstruct (Fig. 3e, Extended Data fig. 1).
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Fig. 3: novoSpaRc reconstructs the Drosophila embryo based on the BDTNP dataset [25]. (a)
schematically, FISH data is utilized to create virtual scRNA-seq data, which novoSpaRc then uses
to reconstruct a virtual embryo. (b) There is an increasing monotonic relationship between the
cellular pairwise distances in expression space and in physical space. (c) novoSpaRc reconstructs
the original spatial context of single cells within the Drosophila embryo. The quality of
reconstruction increases with the number of marker genes and saturates at perfect reconstruction
at approximately 4 marker genes, when taking structural information into account (α = 0.5,
black line). This outperforms reconstruction that relies only on marker gene information (α = 0,
dotted line). (d) Visualization of reconstruction results for 4 genes. The original FISH data (first
row) is compared to reconstruction using novoSpaRc without any marker gene information (de
novo, α = 1), reconstruction that exploits both structural and marker gene information (α = 0.5),
and reconstruction that uses only marker gene information (α = 0). When examining an instance
of novoSpaRc reconstruction using 2 marker genes (α = 0.5), the distribution of gene-specific
coefficients of correlation with the FISH data reveals that lower correlation values correspond
to finer expression patterns (e). Correlation of the reconstructed expression patterns (α = 0.5) to
the original FISH expression data increases with the percentage of sampled single cells (without
replacement) (f), and steadily decreases with noise level (g) and percentage of dropouts in the
data (h). Results are averaged over 100 random choices of 4 marker genes for (f-h). Error bars
represent standard deviation.

In addition to the reconstructed expression patterns (vISH), the optimal embedding also yields
the embedding probability map for single cells (Extended Data Fig. 2). novoSpaRc captures the
physical neighborhood single cells originated from, and as more marker genes are used for
reconstruction, the embedding of single cells becomes more localized.
Generally, since de novo reconstruction is performed without any prior information that would
anchor the cells, the reconstructed configuration is similar up to local transformations (reflections,
rotations, translations) relative to the original configuration. However, there are features of a
faithful reconstruction we can test for, as that the embedding of single cells onto the embryo is
relatively localized, as we would expect for a biologically-meaningful embedding. Specifically,
the mean standard deviation of embedding over cells is statistically significantly lower than that
of a randomized embedding (Extended Data Fig. 3a). In addition the de novo reconstruction is
robust and exhibits a linear response to perturbations. For example, the embedded expression
pattern changes gradually with the entropic regularization parameter , both relative to the FISH
data (Extended Data Fig. 4c) and relative to itself, in a self-consistent manner (Extended Data
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Fig. 3b).
To have an intuitive comparison against the original configuration, we used four marker
genes to anchor the reconstruction. The correlation between the expression patterns across the
reconstructed and the original embryo grows substantially as more genes are used to approximate
the low-dimensional manifold in expression space (Extended Data Fig. 3a), and as the fraction
of spatially-informative genes grows relative to spatially-noninformative genes (Extended Data
Fig. 3b). The quality of the reconstructed embryo gradually increases with the number of
available single cells (Fig. 3f when cells are subsampled without replacement and Extended Data
Fig. 4d when sampling with replacement), and gradually decreases with increasing simulated
additive expression noise (Fig. 3g) and increasing fraction of simulated dropouts in the data
(Fig. 3h). Graudally deteriorated performance with noise can also be observed via an increasing
optimization error (Extended Data Fig. 4e).
As an intermediate step bridging the BDTNP dataset and a raw scRNA-seq dataset, we applied
novoSpaRc to spatially reconstruct the virtual embryo created in silico in [14], quantifying the
expression of ∼8,000 genes in each of the cells (Fig. 4a). In that case, while the data is derived
from scRNA-seq, we have a ground truth embedding, and therefore, we can directly evaluate the
results of our approach. novoSpaRc successfully reconstructs the virtual embryo (Fig. 4b), where
as expected, the quality of reconstruction increases with the number of marker genes used for
reconstruction. To account for cases with no ground truth expression patterns, we also quantified
the consistency of virtual embryos reconstructed by using different sets of marker genes, by
calculating the average pairwise Pearson correlation within such reconstructed multi-dimensional
expression patterns. This consistency score indeed points to successful reconstruction and, again,
increases with the number of marker genes (Extended Data Fig. 3c).
The above results show that novoSpaRc is able to reconstruct the spatial information of 2dimensional tissues with very few marker genes needed and recognizes spatial structures even
without using prior information about any such marker genes.
We next attempted to reconstruct the Drosophila embryo of stage 6 by applying novoSpaRc to
the scRNA-seq dataset generated in [14] (Fig. 4c). In that work, 84 informational genes were
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required for reconstruction, as well as a new computational algorithm method that distributed
the ∼1,300 cells over the 3,000 embryonic locations. Since novoSpaRc naturally exhibits a
probabilistic mapping, we reasoned that the above dataset is a good candidate for testing its
efficacy. When using both structural information and a reference atlas, we found again that the
accuracy of reconstruction by novoSpaRc increases with the number of marker genes used for
the atlas (Fig. 4d). de novo, atlas-free reconstruction by novoSpaRc of the stage 6 fly embryo
worked surprisingly well. By querying the resulting vISH, we verified that novoSpaRc accurately
separated the major spatial domains (mesoderm, neurogenic ectoderm, dorsal ectoderm) after
gastrulation, as well as finer spatial domains (Fig. 4c-f, Extended Data Fig. 5, Methods). By
clustering the highly variable genes at the vISH level into archetypes, novoSpaRc identifies
spatial domains, such as the dorsal ectoderm and the mesoderm (Fig. 4e,f, Methods). The
spatial archetypes can be queried for representative genes. We compared the vISHs constructed
via novoSpaRc with FISH images to visually assess the accuracy of the spatial reconstruction
(Fig. 4f, Extended Data Fig. 5). The patterns of genes expressed through the anterior-posterior
or the dorsal-ventral axis were largely recapitulated: typical dorsal ectoderm genes such as
zen and ush were co-localized dorsally (Fig. 4e,f, middle) and typical mesoderm genes such
as twi and sna were co-localized ventrally (Fig. 4e,f, left). Less extensive spatial domains
were reconstructed with diverse degrees of accuracy (Extended Data Fig. 5). Archetype 5,
for instance, is a subdomain of the mesoderm characterized by the transcription factor gcm.
novoSpaRc accurately grouped genes expressed in this domain, but localized the cluster in
the posterior axis, although still within the mesodermic region (Extended Data Fig. 5). While
capturing the main structures of the fly embryo, novoSpaRc did not capture the fine details of
the expression patterns of ubiquitous genes or pair-rule genes (eve, prd) (Extended Data Fig. 5,
Archetype 8).
As a second application of novoSpaRc to 2-dimensional tissues, we reconstructed the zebrafish
embryo dataset of Satija et. al. [7] (Fig. 5a). Aiming for similar resolution as in [7], we mapped
the single-cell transcriptomes onto a semi-circle of 64 distinct locations. The novoSpaRc reconstruction
captured a good portion of the spatial signal with only a few marker genes and the overall
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Fig. 4: novoSpaRc reconstructs the Drosophila embryo based on single cell RNA-seq data.
(a) Overview of the process of spatial reconstruction of the Drosophila virtual embryo. (b)
The correlation of the reconstructed expression patterns of the virtual embryo with FISH
data increases with the number of marker genes used for reconstruction. (c) Overview of
spatial reconstruction of the Drosophila embryo using raw single-cell data. (d) Histograms of
correlation coefficients of reconstructed expression patterns to FISH data for different genes
show how the accuracy of novoSpaRc increases with the number of marker genes used. (e)
novoSpaRc identifies distinct spatial domains as archetypes in the Drosophila embryo. Preferred
spatial positioning is denoted by coloring ranging from blue (low) to yellow (high). (f)
Comparison of novoSpaRc predictions (vISH) against FISH images, taken from the BDGP
database [28]. For Alk an image was not available and DVEX was used instead [14]. Four
representative genes are depicted for each spatial archetype.
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Fig. 5: novoSpaRc reconstructs the zebrafish embryo. (a) Spatial expression patterns of 9 genes
as shown by FISH experiments and as predicted by Seurat by using 48 marker genes (adapted
from [7]). (b) De novo predictions (α = 1) of the expression patterns of corresponding
genes by novoSpaRc for three different target space resolutions, and novoSpaRc predictions
(α = 0.5) with 18 marker genes. (c) Histograms assessing the increase in the accuracy of
novoSpaRc reconstruction with increasing number of marker genes.

accuracy of the reconstruction increased with the number of marker genes (Fig. 5b,c), exhibiting
high correspondence between the predicted and the experimentally verified expression patterns
(Fig. 5a). Moreover, novoSpaRc required fewer marker genes for comparable reconstruction
results (Fig. 5a,b), no data imputation as in [7] or other specialized preprocessing, and the
computational time was substantially shorter.
Taken together, the above demonstrates that novoSpaRc is able to extract spatial information
from scRNA-seq datasets and can efficiently reconstruct 2-dimensional tissues or embryonic
organisms.
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D ISCUSSION
In this paper, we show that relational structural information, connecting single cell expression
profiles in expression space and embedded physical locations can be utilized to reconstruct
expression patterns across tissues or whole organisms given single cell data, with no additional
marker gene information or a spatial reference atlas. We show that this can be achieved via
novoSpaRc , an efficient computational framework relying on the theory of optimal transport, that
allows to smoothly interpolate between using as input only relational structural information, only
a reference atlas, or both. We showed that novoSpaRc successfully reconstructs spatial expression
patterns and identifies spatial archetypes across different cell types, tissues and whole organisms
that are diverse in terms of their structure, function and dimensionality.
If the precise cellular locations the single cells originated from in the tissue are unknown, then
the embedding can be performed onto a grid whose resolution is determined by the user. For the
intestinal epithelium data, varying the grid resolution to include either less or more embedded
zones than the original laser-capture-based villi zones [12] did not seem to compromise the
quality of the reconstructed expression patterns (Extended Data Fig. 6). However, this generally
may not always be the case. We provide several measures to reason about preferred embedded
resolution and in general, to evaluate the output reconstruction results.
novoSpaRc is computationally suitable for datasets composed of a large number of single
cells, and on the other hand, is robust enough to handle small datasets. In addition, single cell
embedding can be done to any physical target shape and it efficiently tackles one-to-many (or
many-to-one) cases, where the number of single cell expression profiles is smaller than the
number of embedded cellular locations, or vice versa. Finally, the framework of novoSpaRc can
flexibly accommodate prior knowledge regarding the target shape or known expression patterns
of marker genes, which tend to improve the results substantially. On the other hand, when no
such prior knowledge is available, although the archetypal expression patterns across tissues can
be reconstructed, fine details may be difficult to discern. Future work is needed to adjust this
framework to complex, non-canonical tissues with locally non-smooth expression patterns.
We expect novoSpaRc to be valuable in the study of developmental pathways and resulting
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expression patterns, the characterization of cellular microenvironments and their change under
different conditions, and to probe cell-cell interactions.
M ETHODS
Data acquisition and analysis
The single cell RNA-seq datasets were acquired from the GEO database with the following GEO accession numbers: GSE99457 for the intestinal epithelium [12], GSE95025 for the
Drosophila embryo [14]. The BDTNP dataset was downloaded directly from the BDTNP webpage [25].
For the cases where normalized data was not available, we adopted the standard library size
normalization in log-space, e.g. if dij represents the raw count for gene i in cell j, we normalized
it as dij → d0ij = log2 (105 ×

d
P ij
k dkj

+ 1). Highly variable genes were identified by plotting the

dispersion of a gene as a function of its mean and selecting the outliers above cutoff values
(usually 0.125 for the mean and 1.5 for the dispersion).

Single cell embedding using optimal transport
×M
As was discussed in the main text and Eq. 4, the optimal probabilistic coupling T ∗ ∈ RN
+

between N single cell expression profiles and M cellular locations can be framed as the solution
to the following optimization problem:

T ∗ = argmin αD1 (T ) + (1 − α)D2 (T ) − H(T ) ,
T ∈Cp,q

(6)

where

D1 (T ) =

X

phys
exp
L(Di,k
, Dj,l
)Ti,j Tk,l ,

(7)

i,j,k,l

D2 (T ) =

X
i,j

exp,phys
Di,j
Ti,j ,

(8)
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and the set of coupling between the distribution over expression profiles, p ∈ {p ∈ RN
+;
P
1}, and the distribution over locations, q ∈ {q ∈ RM
+;
i qi = 1}, is

P

×M
Cp,q ≡ {T ∈ RN
; T 1M = p, T T 1N = q} ,
+

i

pi =

(9)

where 1N ≡ (1, . . . , 1)T .
To retrieve the coupling T ∗ , we extend upon the results for entropically regularized optimal
transport [20] and Gromov-Wasserstein distance-based mapping between metric-measure spaces
[19], and use projected gradient descent, where the projection is based on the Kullback-Leibler
(KL) metric. Each iteration of the projected exponentiated gradient method consists of two
steps; in the first step the current estimate of T is updated by exponentiated gradient descent
step, similarly to [19], to yield T̃ :

T̃ ← T
where

e−τ ∇{αD1 (T )+(1−α)D2 (T )−H(T )} ,

(10)

is an element-wise multiplication, e(x) is element-wise operation, and τ > 0 is a small

step size.
In the second step, T̃ is projected back into the set Cp,q according to the KL metric:

T ← ProjKL
Cp,q (T̃ ) ,

(11)

where the KL projection is

ProjKL
Cp,q (K) ≡ argminT ∈Cp,q KL(T ||K) ≡ argminT ∈Cp,q

X

Ti,j log

i,j

Ti,j
.
Ki,j

(12)

It was shown in [29] that the KL projection can be rewritten as an instance of entropicallyregularized optimal transport:

ProjKL
Cp,q (K) = argminT ∈Cp,q < − log K, T > −H(T ) .

(13)
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The gradient of the objective function can be written as

∇{αD1 (T )+(1−α)D2 (T )−H(T )} = αL(Dexp , Dphys )⊗T +(1−α)Dexp,phys + log(T ) , (14)
where log(x) is an element-wise operation, and the tensor product is defined as L ⊗ T ≡
P
( k,l Li,j,k,l Tk,l )i,j .
Combining eqs. 13 and 14,

ProjKL
Cp,q (T

e−τ ∇{αD1 (T )+(1−α)D2 (T )−H(T )} ) =

argminT ∈Cp,q < − log T + τ {αL(Dexp , Dphys ) ⊗ T + (1 − α)Dexp,phys +  log(T )}, T > −H(T ) .
(15)
Therefore, if we set τ = 1/, each iteration of the algorithm can be simplified to a Sinkhorn
projection,

T ← argminT ∈Cp,q < αL(Dexp , Dphys ) ⊗ T + (1 − α)Dexp,phys , T > −H(T ) .

(16)

Each of the iteration steps in Eq. 16 can be computed using Sinkhorn’s fixed point algorithm
[20]. Specifically,

T ← diag(a)Kdiag(b) ,

(17)

where the Gibbs kernel associated with {αL(Dexp , Dphys ) ⊗ T + (1 − α)Dexp,phys } is
− 1 {αL(Dexp ,Dphys )⊗T +(1−α)Dexp,phys }

K≡e

×M
M
∈ RN
. Finally, a ∈ RN
+
+ and b ∈ R+ can be computed

using Sinkhorn’s fixed point iterations [30] involving element-wise division:

a←

p
q
, b← T .
Kb
K a

(18)

To implement the algorithm described above we based our code on a modification of the
Python Optimal Transport package (https://pot.readthedocs.io/).
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Identification of spatial archetypes
The identification of spatial archetypes is performed by clustering the spatial expression of a
given set of genes. The gene expression is first clustered by hierarchical clustering at the vISH
level, although in principle different clustering methods can be used. The number of archetypes
is then set by visually inspecting the resulting dendrogram. The expression values of each gene
of the cluster are then averaged per location to produce the spatial archetype for that cluster.
Representative genes for each cluster are identified by computing the Pearson correlation of each
gene within the cluster against the spatial archetype. The derivation of the spatial archetypes
depends strongly on the set of genes used. We observed that the set of highly variable genes
generally resulted in sensible spatial archetypes.
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Extended Data Fig. 1: novoSpaRc reconstructs the Drosophila embryo de novo based on the
BDTNP dataset [25]. Examples of marker gene expression patterns across the embryo comparing
the original (FISH) data and the reconstructed (de novo vISH) data.
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Extended Data Fig. 2: Single cell embedding produced by novoSpaRc for the Drosophila embryo
based on the BDTNP dataset [25]. Examples of induced embeddings of single cells when
reconstruction is done de novo (α = 1, top panel), based on two marker genes (α = 0.5,
middle panel), or based on four marker genes (α = 0.5, bottom panel).
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Extended Data Fig. 3: Self-consistency analysis of reconstruction with novoSpaRc . (a) The
spatial standard deviation of embedded cells of the BDTNP dataset via de novo novoSpaRc (α =
1) vs. randomized embedding. (b) Correlation of embedded de novo expression patterns of the
BDTNP dataset for different  values with the expression pattern for  = 5 ∗ 10−5 (vertical
dotted line). (c) The self-consistency of reconstruction (α = 0.5) of the virtual embryo increases
with the number of marker genes. The consistency score was calculated as the average pairwise
Pearson correlation within reconstructed expression patterns for different sets of marker genes.
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Extended Data Fig. 4: novoSpaRc reconstruction of the Drosophila embryo based on the BDTNP
dataset is robust. Correlation of the reconstructed expression patterns (α = 0.5) to the original
FISH expression data (a) increases with the number of genes used to construct the cellular graph
in expression space, and (b) with the fraction of spatially-informative genes. (c) Correlation of the
de novo reconstructed expression patterns (α = 1) to the original FISH data varies gradually with
the entropic regularization parameter . (d) Correlation of the reconstructed expression patterns
(α = 0.5) to the original FISH expression data increases with the percentage of sampled single
cells (with replacement). (e) The mean value and variance of the optimization objective function
(which we aim to minimize) increases with noise level. Reconstruction in (a, c-e) is performed
with information for four marker genes. Reconstruction in (b) is performed with information for
two marker genes. Results are averaged (and standard deviation is shown) over 100 choices of
the marker genes.
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Extended Data Fig. 5: novoSpaRc identifies spatially informative archetypes using single cell
RNA-seq data for the Drosophila embryo. The archetypes shown complement those of Fig. 4
in the main text. Preferred spatial positioning is denoted by coloring ranging from blue (low) to
yellow (high). FISH images were taken from the BDGP database [28]. For genes for which an
image was not available, DVEX was used instead [14]. Two representative genes are shown for
each spatial archetype.
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Extended Data Fig. 6: novoSpaRc reconstruction of the intestinal epithelium dataset [12] is robust
and consistent for different numbers of embedded zones.

